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The impossible quiz game answer key

The impossible quiz 2 answers, solutions and cheats for Android, iPhone (iOS) and browser-based version. If you're stuck and need help, then use the walkthrough guide. Here's a complete list of all the answers to The Impossible Quiz from inXile Entertainment. Sparkworkz inXile are also developers of the game applications Fantastic Contraption and Line
Rider. This game is a fun puzzle and enigma app, with clues so impossible that you have to think outside the box. We have solved all the questions below to help if you get stuck. Impossible Quiz 2 is available on iTunes and Google Play. I hope you will enjoy the Impossible Quiz 2 Responses that we have listed below. The Impossible Quiz 2 Answers,
Solutions and Cheats The Impossible Quiz 2 Answers Levels 1-120: 1. Up to sleevies of 2. Color 3. Earth 4. American 5. Type what Frank says carrot 6. 8 7. Tap the right arrow on your keyboard 8. 10 letters to 9. Click on the monster several times. Click the bubble on the right for an omission. 10. Click and drag a penguin to show the answer. 11. Do not
touch blue parts 12. Fine 13. Lederhosen 14. Click on 14 twice (right corner) 15. A 16-year-old dog. Chris 17. Touch the brown balloon ONLY 18. Fly sandwich 19. Security 20. Turn on the light and then turn on the guy's zitches. 21. 30 22. Pink clouds 23. Use circle from 23 24. Space 25. When it's jar 26. Run. You're running so far. 27. Press 1 on the
keyboard. 28. This is Sparta 29. Search right of the water stream to find a 30 jewel. Click 0 to 30. 31. Drive under the M4 32. Click finger 33. Click 33 34. Click the death button 35. Target face 36. Tequila 37. Move the mouse from screen 38. Press the spacebar repeatedly 39. Don't touch green things 40. Tjukan 41. Wait for one of the circles to shrink, and
then click on it 42. Drag the guy's fist and throw it at the other guy. 43. Egg Mayonnaise 44. What are you talking about? 45. Eieio (click letters from the four replies) 46. Around the middle of Orion 47. Universal serial bus 48. USB port 49. Follow Frank 50's instructions. Keep clicking on the dog's mouth 51. Click came 52. Move the mouse over the lamp from
side to side 53. Click next to G 54. There's a small mouse tail near the lower-right corner. Put the mouse in the circle. 55. Pokemon 56. lol micropenis 57. Four 58s. Press space 59. Grab and move the R in the varnish. 60. Just keep dragging the cat down as fast as you can. 61. To get to the other side. 62. Edam 63. Tap the Quality thing in part of the screen.
Type Q on your keyboard to receive an omission. 64. Use your bomb defusers here until you memorize it. There are six. The planet, a very small cloud missing on the right side, near the missing cloud one of the peaks of the missing mountain is top, a fold under the eye of the critter, the smallest tooth closer to it is cheap missing, at the bottom near is the
right hand hand ground is a different color. 65. Goat's Blood 66. Click on all the lighter colored leaves from the body. 67. Invisible maze, go to the green light on the left first, then take the key and head through the sliding walls to the end. When you hit the green dot you get a message that says To remove the universe the code is 8275 68. Checkpoints are for
the weak and mentally retarded. 69. Press the bomb when it hits 2 70. Click on the screen first, then memorize how many times that Chris the cat got whipped up faint 71. Modem 28.8kbps 72. violence 73. cut the tree thingy fast 74. 75. Replica in Q70, how many fist land Chris to pass out 76. AIDS 77. A fat 78. Err... for this turn the wheel of the box up to the
box open, everyone has full ens for it can help me, turn until it opens, if not enough time (bomb 15s) then use fusstopper 79. Take the Dragon the On in round 80. A body bra 81. 2nd row the bottom 4th (looks like duck &gt;,&lt; from left to right) 82. Click on the obvious when the bomb starts flashing or reaches 2 83. Drag the screen away (theres a hidden
platform when you drag the circle, then click on the next. 84 blue red blue yellow ... edge before game 85. Nevar! 86. type U 87. arrow instead of carrot 88. Don't do anything 89. You'd think one of them would have avoided 90. TL:DR 91. Click on her forehead when the red thing appears 92. none, im on the impossible quiz question no. Click on the odd one
out 94. Silence 95. Click the numbers in ascending order, and then click the enough button to appear in the upper-left left of image 96. Click on the number of lives you have 97. Click K on BLACK 98. 5 99. Explosion 99 red balloons. Blue's going to kill you, Green's going to be minus 100. Click 8275, and then click the red lever 101. Type
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 102. Drag away all the images, and then click on chris' face 103. Red 104. Clean the windows. 105. Click the switch behind question number 106. Remove the eye of the left thing and put it a metal thing in the middle, then drag the ball in hand to the place where the eye was originally 107. A question from this quiz will come out.
Click where the answer to this question can be found. 108. Follow the green arrow 109. Graphite 110. Click red squares 111. TEBAHPLA EHT 112. Drag the food box into the opener can. Use the mouse to operate the opener can be going around and around. open the container, drag it to plate 113. Click on the nicest 114. Use the left and right keyboard
keys to brush teeth 115. Day 116. Drag the shapes to box 117. A question from Giucob's impossible quiz. 118. Do anything 119. type of horse, peanut and chihuahua 120. It changes every time. The Impossible Quiz Book (2009-2012) The Impossible Quizmas is a mini-installment in The Impossible Quiz series to celebrate the 10th The Impossible Quiz Quiz
with this game that has Christmas themes. Officially announced on November 11, 2017 and released on December 11, 2017. The mini quiz contains 25 questions in total with some variations here and there, similar to how a Christmas Advent Calendar contains 25 days to count down, and the only power-ups are the Detours. Characters from previous games,
including Chris, make an appearance. It is currently the latest version of the series. Development The game was first teased around October 16, 2017, as Splapp-Me-Do posted a picture on his Tumblr of a cropped screencap of Chris's game wearing a Santa hat, screaming[1]. The following caption reads: I can't believe how fast this year has gone. Soon it'll
be Krisma. Earlier in a text post, he confirmed lightly but officially that he was working on an upcoming game[2] as a little something that will (hopefully) be done in time for Christmas, and that he could not say anything else at this time. The further interruption or cancellation of The Impossible Dream seems to have been lifelong as well, with one reply asking
on his Tumblr shortly after the tease is When do you think Dream will come out? And with Splapp answer Probably never[3]. A festive Chris. On November 9, 2017, Splapp began publishing teasers of images of toys with Santa hats on them, with the word Soon on them, after a text post that just said NOTICE, SOON.... Ish. There were two of these Short
teasers and they lead to a more in-depth analysis of the game. Teaser Questions On November 11, Spapp uploaded a video to YouTube announcing the upcoming game after the short teasers, titled The Impossible Quizmas Teaser. The video begins with a recording of The Impossible Quiz being played on a computer at Newgrounds, with cricket and low
pig noises. The quiz has begun, and the following questions appear: One of the questions in the teaser video. Q1: What year did the Impossible Quiz come out? The answer buttons read 2001, 2004, 1849, and 2007. A life is lost and then the correct answer is click, 2007. Q2: How old is he this year? The answer buttons read 3, 69, 10 and 42. The correct
answer is click, 10. Q3: How many times has it been played? The answer buttons read 10000000+, More than 4, Sandpaper and Twelvety. The correct answer is click, 10000000+. Q4: How did this happen?! The answer buttons read I have no idea!, I don't know!, Thanks to ♥ fans! ♥, and Splapp-Me-Do plays endlessly. The correct answer is click, thanks to ♥
fans! ♥. E5: Why hasn't Spapp done anything to celebrate the anniversary? The answer buttons said Forget, Couldn't be arsed, I think he's dead, and The last two lives are lost, and a game over is achieved. then the computer user returns to the last 4 4 carefully, and loses two more lives on this issue. Then the camera zooms in on Has!. Then click the button
as the screen turns black with the right ding! playback sound. The teaser then shows some indros, logo, and release date before the end. Difficulty The Impossible Quizmas is generally much easier than TIQB. This quiz is much smaller and does not require quick reactions. While Fusstoppers can't be used in this quiz, questions about quizmas pudding
(bomb) are much easier. Easier question: 10 Hardest Question: 24 Answers Below is a list that contains the answers to each question in the game. Answers written in red indicate that the question features explosive Quizmas pudding, which burns for 10 seconds before it explodes. 1. Hepatitis B 2. The ghost of Christmas pasta 3. There are 6 different
question variations: Ex. 1: A trinket (wild boar bull) Ex. 2: Mistletoe (rocket toe) Ex. 3: Boxing Day (a day that boxes) Ex. 4: Tinsel (tin cell) Ex. 5: Sweet baby Jesus (Jesus as baby jelly) Ex. 6: Seasons greetings (greeted by condiments) 4. Click on the flashing lamp (randomized) Hidden Skip: A lamp with a tiny, barely noticeable dent in the socket (also
randomized) 5. Years of alcohol abuse 6. Move the candy cane across Chris's tongue until all the red has been licked by 7. Carol (multiple variations, but the answer is always the same, even if it changes places) 8. Drag the Santa hat from the duck's head, then press the red Hidden Skip button: Randomized positions (to the left or right of the duck's neck,
below or right of the question number, above the S in Lives, to the left of the skip slots, or under the Quizmas Pudding) 9. For the authentic slightly ropey Impossible Quiz experience 10. Type what Frank says. There are 4 different calls: Ex.1: Halibut Ex.2: Shoots Ex.3: Offal Ex.4: Angles +1 Free Skip 11. Drag away the Christmas tree option to reveal the
gifts. (Leaves gifts under the Christmas tree) 12. This question is Halloween Special 13. 5 stars (click on the question star five times) 14. Move the hollies away and click on the hidden skip mistletoe: click on the leaf-shaped arrow hidden under the hollies 15. Click in the middle of X (This is the exact location of the pirated treasure) 16. Remove Rudolph's faint
nose (be sure to move it until it breaks) and replace it with the bright red dot from exclamation point 17. Rearrange Santa Claus to Satan 18. Easter (Noël = No L) 19. Question in 2 part. First, move badly drawn Dawg away from badly drawn using the left arrow key until the crack blows up. Then answer the randomized question found inside the cracker. Ex.1:
Stand Next to an Ex.2 Fan: It's Deer Ex.3: Got 25 Days Ex.4: Tissues Ex.5: No Idea Ex.6: I Don't Like Shoots 20. Click on the word Christmas until it cracks. +1 Free Skip 21. Click on the stomach repeatedly all food is digested 22. Somewhere you can fill a turkey 23. Keep the mouse cursor still, or move it out of the Flash window, then wait (Not a creature
was stirring, not even a mouse) 24. Click on the names from the song Rudolph: Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Love, Donner and Blitzen. Ordering doesn't matter, just click all eight of them. 25. Click on any Skips you still need to open them and unlock quizmas gifts inside. This will charge the up arrow. If you find and open all five, the arrow lights
up and becomes harmless. Otherwise, it will take a lifetime when you click on it, but still allow you to continue. When asked if you still remember, click on the Christmas lights in the usual order: Blue, Red, Blue, Yellow. Quizmas presents the Abundant Quizmas Doll present. Quizmas Presents[4] are collectible, cosmetic trinkets in the game, based on the
characters and story of Impossible Quiz. Most of them are unlocked by opening Skips in Question 25, but some have special unlocking conditions. Two are unlocked by completing the Quiz (Gold if completed with all 3 lives still intact, Silver if you've lost any), and one has a rare chance to unlock if you cheat. Medals Medals are Newgrounds' equivalent to
achievements. Our Impossible Quiz has 12 medals to win. [5] Medal Name Description Requirement Points Bollocks -1 Life! Lose a life answering incorrectly 5 thanks for nothing unwrap a blank present Random chance to take anything (high probability if you cheat) 10 Exactly what I wanted To unwrap a rare present There are 10 rare gifts (including three
special) 25 Merry Quizmas Full the Impossible Quizmas Just Finish Question 25 50 Quizmas Swag Collect all 45 Quizmas Presents This is going to take multiple playthrough, especially considering you can get double or nothing instead of new gifts 100 Show/ hide secret medal information Brutally Honest Unlock this medal to see the details of Rate The
Impossible Quizmas negative (any of the four standard options) in question 13 Double Bollocks Un unlock this medal to see the details of Answer incorrectly 10 times for a cumulative loss of 10 lives Risky Quizmas Open one of your gifts early Unlock this medal to see its details awarded by clicking on the up arrow on question 25 without fully charging it with
Skips The Corkscrew Click swollen pulsating member Afro Duck unlock this medal to see the details of Exactly what it sounds like... It's between afro duck's legs in question Jesus Christ! The illusion is shattered Unlock this medal to see the details of Move Chris's hands up in question 6, revealing that they are really dismembered Keeping Tabs Unlock the
secret Quizmas Present Unlock this medal to see the details of random low chance of unlocking when using Tab Cheat Quizmas Number 1 Complete the Impossible Quizmas flawlessly! Unlock this medal to Details of Complete the quiz with all 3 lives intact (you need to collect and open all 5 gifts to achieve this) Music Used Track use Title and Artist Audio
Title Music, Outro Music Christmas Cheer by Twelfth Color Quiz Musical Reindeer by DuttonsaysHi Treetop Present (Q25) Music Box Performance by Jingle Bells (uncredited) Gallery The Impossible Quizmas TeaserThe first of soon teasers to be posted on Spllapp's Tumblr's , depicting a photo of a duck with a Santa hat set over his afro-like plumage, with
the word Soon. The second of soon teasers to be posted on Splapp's Tumblr, depicting a smiling halibut fish with a Santa hat with the word Soon. The Quiz Gifts screen. All quizzes present unlocked. Add a photo to this Report gallery
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